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ElECtions
2018-19

held in very peaceful
atmosphere
g

Following are the winners:
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he PIAF-Founders Alliance The
PIAF-Founders Alliance won all the
15 seats of LCCI Associate and
Corporate Class for the year
2018-19.
On the Corporate Class
Elections, the PIAF-Founders
Alliance candidates Almas hyder
got 1,023, Khawaja Shahzad Nasir
got 962 votes, Dr Muhammad
Arshad 976 votes, Naveed ullah
Khan 972, Aqib Asif 979, Khalid
Usman 941 and Waqar Ahmed got
966 votes.
While Businessmen Front
candidates Asif Khan got 427, Tahir
Malik 421, Khalid Naeem 409, Atif
Amin 433, Muhammad hussain 401,
Rashid hameed Mehr got 391 votes
and Shahzad Rasheed Anjum got

356 votes.
On the Associate Class Elections,
PIAF-Founder Alliance candidates,
Mian Zahid Javaid Ahmad got
2,545, Irfan Iqbal Sheikh 2,625,
Naseem ul Ghani 2,534, Shahzad
Aslam 2,627, haris Ateeq 2,507, Atif
Ikram 2,533, Nisar Ahmed 2,422,
Muhammad Arshad Khan 2,379.
On the other hand the candidates
of the LBF, Muhammad Amjad
Chaudhry got1446, Mian Javed Ali
1323, Raja hassan Akhter 1328, Sh
Fazal Elahi 1350, Riaz Shahid 1315,
Naveed Sadiq 1254 and Syed Zahid
Bukhari got1269.
Mian Muzaffar Ali, Sohail
Lashari and haroon Shafiq
Chaudhry were the Elections
Commissioners.
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Mayor Bolingbrook USA Roger C Claar visits LCCI

A

n eleven-member delegation of US businessmen, led by the Mayor of Bolingbrook
USA Roger C Claar visited The Lahore
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

The delegates engaged in B-2-B meetings with their
Pakistani counterparts to ensure strong sector-specific liaison.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder, Senior Vice President
Khawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman
Saigol spoke highly about the trade and economic relations
between Pakistan and United States of America. The LCCI
Executive Committee Members and Lord Mayor Lahore Col
(retired) Mubasher Javed
were also present on the
occasion.
"It is a good opportunity to know each
other", the Mayor of
Bolingbrook said and
added that private sectors of United States
and Pakistan can take
the mutual trade and
economic relations to a
new heights.
He hoped that businessmen of both the countries would
capitalize this visit and establish business relations.
He said that purpose of the visit of U.S. Delegates to
Pakistan is to explore business opportunities and cultural
exchanges that can mutually benefit both countries. The
areas of interest of the delegation members are financial
services, event planning, education, telecommunication solutions and fuel injection pumps etc.
The Mayor appreciated LCCI role for promotion of trade
and economic activities.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder said that Pakistan and
USA have a long history of a multi-faceted relationship
including diplomatic, strategic, cultural and economic relations. USA is the second largest trading partner of Pakistan.
Among the top exporting and importing countries, USA
comes at 1st and 3rd places respectively. He said that the

total bilateral trade in 2017 went as high as $ 6.4 billion but
it has the potential to get doubled in few years through
favorable policy initiatives, adding that exchange of trade
delegations can greatly help in this connection.
It is high time that Lahore Chamber and Bolingbrook
Chambers should come forward and increase the frequency
of exchanging such delegations. Development of private to
private contacts is the need of the hour and we are ready to
play our due role in this regard.
He informed the delegation that the Lahore Chamber
was established in 1923 and it is country's largest and oldest
chamber of commerce. On account of having strong historical background, Lahore Chamber remains a focal place for
national and international
delegations to meet and
create linkages with us. I
hope that your visit to this
premier most business support organization will result
in bringing both Pakistan
and USA close to each
other.
The LCCI President
offered felicitations to
RogerClaar for becoming
the longest serving Mayor
of Bolingbrook by way of continuously serving for the last
more than 32 years.
Khawaja Shahzad nasir and Faheem-ur-Rehman
Saigol said it is great to learn that there is excellent understanding among you and the Pakistani community settled
there. It is the result of that relationship that they are celebrating Independence Day in Bolingbrook for the last 27
years under leadership of the Mayor. Lahore Chamber
anticipates even stronger cultural bonding between
Pakistan and USA.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder said that Pakistan is
a very safe country and its people are civilized and peace
loving. He said that a lot of room is available for boosting
trade between the two countries. "If anybody has not seen
Lahore, has not been born yet. Welcome to the world",
Almas Hyder concluded.
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Private sectors of US, Pakistan
can enhance mutual trade,
economic relations: Claar
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VP CORFU Chamber Greece George A. Kolytas visits LCCI

Vast space to augment cooperation
in sports, cultural sectors between
Pak, Greece: Kolytas

V
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The level of trade and economic
cooperation amongst Pakistan and
Greece is far below the expected levels
in view of the potentials”

ICE President of CORFU Chamber of Commerce
Industry, Greece George A. Kolytas has said that
private sectors of Greece and Pakistan should not
Khawaja Shahzad Nasir Senior Vice President LCCI
only work hand in hand to boost mutual trade
but should also play role for enhancing cooperation in sports and cultural sectors.
scrap and cotton from Greece to Pakistan.
He was talking to the LCCI Senior Vice
The LCCI Senior Vice President Khawaja
President Khawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice President
Shahzad nasir said that Pakistan and Greece enjoy
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol and members of the
warm and cordial diplomatic relations, however,
Executive Committee here at the Lahore Chamber
the level of trade and economic cooperation is far
of Commerce & Industry.
below the expected levels in view of the potentials
Former LCCI President Sohail Lashari and
of the two economies. He said this is not a healthy
members of the Greek delegation also spoke on
state of affairs that the bilateral trade is ranging
way below even USD100 million. He
said that Pakistan has favourable balance of trade with Greece and we
need to maintain it.
The LCCI Vice President
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol said that
a rising trend in exports from
Pakistan is depicting that we are
heading towards right direction. He
said that to create a conducive
atmosphere, which can set the ball
rolling towards greater economic
cooperation, both countries must
identify the areas that may create
opportunities for greater trade. He
said that the Lahore Chamber is
the countries must identify the areas
ready to join hands with CORFU Chamber to
that may create opportunities for bring business people of respective countries
greater trade” close to each other.
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol Vice President LCCI
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol agreed with the
suggestion that cooperation in the fields of
sports and culture should be enhanced. He said
the occasion.
that exchange of trade delegations can also help
The Vice President of CORFU CCI said that
enhance the process of trade & investment
not only trade but sports and cultural delegations
related information and respective chambers of
from Greece and Pakistan should also visit to each commerce can play the vital role in this connecother at private and government levels. He suggest- tion. He said that relation building between our
ed formation of cricket teams at chambers level
institutions can greatly contribute in exploiting
saying that such activities will help get desired
the trade & investment potential between two
results. He said that they want to export olive oil,
countries.

National Defense University delegation visits LCCI

A

delegation of the national Defense University (nDU)
comprising Members Parliament, high officials of
Armed Forces and Bureaucrats visited the the Lahore
Chamber of Commerce & Industry.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder, Senior Vice
President Khawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice President
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol and head of the delegation
Air Vice Marshal Muhammad MugheesAfzal spoke on
the occasion while the LCCI Executive Committee
Members were also present.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder answered the
quires of the delegation members regarding investment
of private sector in defense sector, foreign direct investment, income tax & sales tax refunds to the industry,

ease of doing business and knowledge based economy.
To a question, Almas Hyder said that during the
last one decade, taxation system remained focused to
overcome budget deficit which posed huge challenges
for the industrial sector. This taxation system made
Pakistan's industry uncompetitive. "Recently I had a
meeting with the Prime Minister Imran Khan and other
top officials talked about high number and rates of
duties & taxes", the LCCI president said and added that
producers of wealth and taxes should be given more
respect than the consumer.
About investment in maritime sector, the LCCI
President said that cumbersome system of registration
with defense sector, difficult procurement and payment
system, awful test trial procedures are impeding the
investment. These issues must be resolved to encourage
investment of private sector in defense sector.
Almas Hyder said that at present unavailability of

funds for businesses is a big challenge. He said that 10
to 15 per cent working capital of the companies is held
with the government in the form of income tax and
sales tax refunds.
He said that the Lahore Chamber started work on
Ease of Doing Business in 2015 and before nobody was
talking about this important indicator. Previous government adopted some of our suggestions which improved
Ease of Doing Business index by 11 notches.
The LCCI President said that good rules and regulations of the state always encourage and channelize the
investment. He further stated that we have to portray
good picture of the country to grab much-needed foreign investment.
About LCCI, he said that its mission is to be
the finest organization to serve the business
community and to conduct its practices in the
best possible professional manner. It is keen to
act as a bridge between the business community
and policy makers. LCCI aims to promote trade
and investment in the country through securing
a business friendly environment in the country.
It facilitates the business community in the resolution of their problems by keeping them aware
of the opportunities and challenges originating
from the globalization of trade & investment. The
chamber identifies the issues faced by the business
community and their possible solutions with the input
of more than 200 standing committees related to various sectors. These issues are taken up with the relevant
Government officials for their resolution. The LCCI
Senior Vice President Khawaja Shahzad nasir and
Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol said that
LCCI prepares budget proposals and sends them to
government for consideration so that tax anomalies
could be rectified and private sector representatives
may be encouraged to take new business initiatives.
LCCI does not believe in working in isolation. We
have signed a lot of MOUs with national and international organization directly related to trade and other
important fields like banking, education, diplomatic
affairs etc. We are trying our best to optimally utilize
our influence in the greatest interest of Pakistan.
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Tough registration, procurement, trial
procedures impeding investment in
defense sector: LCCI President
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Abdul Razak Dawood visits LCCI

Building up manufacturing sector,
increase in exports prime focus: Dawood

A

Lahore Chamber News

DVISOR to Prime Minister for
Commerce, Textile, Industry,
Production & Investment Abdul Razak
Dawood has said that "Make in
Pakistan" will be promoted and made a
buzz word to strengthen manufacturing
sector. He was speaking at the Lahore
Chamber of Commerce & Industry during his visit.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder, Senior Vice
President Khawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice President
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol, former presidents
Iftikhar Ali Malik, Mian Anjum nisar, Mian
Muhammad Ashraf, Mian Misbah-ur-Rehman,
Sheikh Muhammad Asif, Shahid Hassan Sheikh,
Muhammad Ali Mian, Mian Muzaffar Ali, Abdul
Basit, Sikander M. Khan, Amjad Ali Jawa, Irfan
Iqbal Sheikh, Tariq Misbah, Kashif Anwar and
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Engineering and various other sectors
have the potential to give an enormous
boost to the country's exports; these
sectors should also be encouraged
through relaxation in duties and taxes.
Almas Hyder President LCCI

Executive Committee Members also spoke on the
occasion.

Advisor to PM said that all efforts would be
made to make this slogan a reality. Unless and until
manufacturing sector and exports are strengthened,
economy would not be able to achieve high growth
rate.
He said that payment of refunds to the industries
will be started from november this year. "FBR
Chairman has given me a commitment regarding
refunds, Abdul Razak Dawood said and added that
Pakistan needs export driven growth strategy. He
said that even United States cannot run without
exports. Malaysia, Thailand and Bangladesh are
flourishing through their exports. It is a good omen
that exports are improving since last year. "My
dream is to get exports back to $ 25 billion by the
year 2019", advisor said and added that we have to
promote export culture. He said that imports are
going to be tightened as we are a country importing too much. He said that textile and rice sectors
have low hanging fruits. He said that we should
focus on value-addition in agriculture instead of
just exporting agri-products.
Abdul Razak Dawood said that he is visiting
Japan in December with an aim to get duty free
access to the Japanese market. He said that four
million youngster are coming to the job market
every year and only way to provide them employment is to boost manufacturing activities.
Abdul Razak Dawood informed the house that

tors should also be focused for exports.
Speaking on the occasion, the LCCI President
Almas Hyder said refunds of up to Rs.10
million should be released immediately
as industrialists are running short of capital. They have to pay utility bills, salaries
of staff and various other expenses.
We talk about just five export-oriented exports despite the fact that engineering and various other sectors have the
potential to give a gigantic boost to the
country's exports, Almas Hyder said and
added that these sectors should also be
encouraged through relaxation in duties
and taxes.
The LCCI President said that our
products are struggling in the international market as our prices are higher than

Strengthened manufacturing sector and
exports will enable Pakistan to achieve high
growth rate. Abdul Razak Dawood
India and China. Import of finished
goods is cheaper than the raw materials. This issue also demands immediate attention of the government.
Almas Hyder said that alternative
sources for power generation should
be promoted to reduce burden on
conventional sources. H said that we
must have long-term investment
tools that would also support industrialization.
He said that agriculture sector
needs immediate attention and supportive policies. He said that country
can earn huge foreign exchange
through value addition in agriculture
sector. Almas Hyder urged the PM
Advisor to have a meeting with
traders and listen to their point of
view on IMEI registration with PTA.
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Prime Minister Imran Khan is visiting
China from november 02 and a lot of
development at economic front is expected.
"I had five meetings with Chinese
Ambassador and it is a matter of satisfaction that they are very conscious about gap
in trade between the two countries" Advisor
to PM said and added that Chinese
Ambassador was very positive on this
issue. He said that a Chinese "buying" delegation visited Pakistan on October 8-9th.
He said that he had talked to PM on industry based tariff structure. He said that
Kinno production in Pakistan is 360 thousands tons but its exports is limited because
high ratio of seeds. To give further boost to Kinno
export, we are contacting China for the production
of seedless Kinno in Pakistan. He said that engineering, chemicals and information technology sec-
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“She Empowered 2.0
Conference” at LCCI

the development of a society, since it enhances both
quantity and quality of human resources available for
the development. He said that promotion of women’s
empowerment is a crucial contribution to progress
towards sustainable development. He said that
countries progress fast where women are educated and
receive equal treatment as men. IMF has recently
conducted a study which determines that women’s
HE women empowerment is a key to economic economic empowerment is key to growth.
He said that our women entrepreneurs have great
turnaround. The Lahore Chamber of Commerce
potential and they can go a long way in transforming the
and Industry (LCCI) has always played a
economy of Pakistan. If they are given due support and
pivotal role to make women independent and
better opportunities they can boost
self-sustained.
Pakistan’s GDP by 30%. For that
This was stated by the
we need to have favorable
LCCI Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman
LCCI plays its due matter
policies to foster women’s participation
Saigol while speaking at “She
Empowerment Conference”.
role in motivating in economic activities.
He said that Lahore Chamber is
The conference was organized by the
women entrepreneurs playing its due role in motivating the
Lahore Chamber of Commerce and
budding women entrepreneurs to come
Industry in collaboration with the
to
come
up
and
get
up
and get their due share in
Leadership Object Oriented Program
businesses.
LCCI has a Women
(LOOP) here at the LCCI. The LCCI
their due share in
Resource Centre which provides
Executive Committee Member and
guidelines to emerging women who
businesses.
organiser of the event nabila Intisar, LCCI
are eager to get on their feet.
Executive Committee Member Irfan Iqbal
Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol
LCCI Executive Committee
Sheikh, Ms Sadia Vine, Principal
LCCI Vice President
member Ms nabila Intisar shared her
International Grammer School, Mrs.
own experience as she also started her
Ayesha Z. Hammad, Ms. Sarah Ahmad
business from home. With the passage
CEO Desol International, Ms. Lisa
of
time
and
a
lot
of
hard work now she is working with a
Canning, Founder IAEOU, Awais Piracha and a number of
lot of multinational companies. She said that women can
women entrepreneurs also spoke on the occasion.
do a lot with hard work, struggle and passion. Every
The LCCI Vice President said that that the women,
woman should contribute its due role in strengthening the
who make well over fifty per cent of total population,
economy. She further said that the Lahore Chamber has
cannot be kept aloof of development of the country and
always played a pivotal role in patronizing women.
they should come forward to play their role for the wellThe other speakers threw light on the importance of
being of the people of this part of land.
women
participation for economic revival.
He said that women empowerment is a necessity for
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Minister of State and Chairman Board of
Investment Haroon Sharif Visits LCCI

InISTER of State and Chairman Board of
Investment Haroon Sharif has said that
Pakistan needs to double investment-to-GDP
ratio to accelerate economic growth.
He was talking to the LCCI President Almas Hyder,
Senior Vice President Khawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice
President Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol, Executive Committee
members and former presidents here at the Lahore Chamber
of Commerce & Industry. Sheikh Muhammad Asif, Shahid
Hassan Sheikh, Farooq Iftikhar, Sohail Lashari and Amjad
Ali Jawa were also present on the occasion.
The Minister said that investment-to-GDP ratio in
Pakistan is around 15 percent against 30 percent in Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh and India. He said that macro-level
target of 25pc for investment-to-GDP is set for next five
years. He said that country will have to take hard reforms to
get rid of IMF.
Focus on
productivity, transfer of
technology and job
creation can help
prevail-over economic
challenges. He said that
basic exports should be
made value-added to get
more benefits and to
earn much-needed
foreign exchange while
tax-to-GDP ratio would have to be increased. He said that
state-owned enterprises have posed various challenges for
economy and this issue would have to be tackled.
It is a good sign that foreign investment is rising. There
is a very good response from UAE, Saudi Arabia and
Korea. About Special Economic Zones, he said that these
need uninterrupted power, gas and flow of funds. He said
that Chinese investors are very keen to come in. He said
that local investors are in the heart of Prime Minister and
facilitation for them is top priority of the government. "We
need huge support from private sector as government cannot
achieve economic goals alone", he concluded.
The LCCI President Almas Hyder said that Total
Investment to GDP in Pakistan needs to be enhanced to attain
better rate of economic growth. net Foreign Direct
Investment for 2017-18 is only US Dollars 3.1 billion.
Pakistan has to improve its investment climate to attract more
FDI. The best way is to develop such investment strategy
which is equally beneficial to local and foreign investors.

M

He said that the cost of doing business should be
brought down to let the local industry survive against
imported items. Government must take immediate steps in
this connection to improve the competitive edge of our
companies in international market. Elimination of
regulatory duties on raw material lines and reduction in
energy prices can bring instant results. He said that Special
Economic Zones are being developed under CPEC all
along its route. It is expected that huge number of new
factories would be established in these SEZs and estimated
creation of job opportunities would be created. He
emphasized the need of industrial zoning of Lahore. It is
not clear how many acres around Lahore will be acquired
to set up SEZ especially keeping in view the future
expansion and development for the next 20 years.
Almas Hyder said that BOI should plan to create a special
window to provide cheap credit to startups and SMEs. It is
worth mentioning that
SME Financing as
percentage of private
sector financing in
Pakistan is only 8.73%
whereas the number of
SME borrowers is only
163,696. The escalation
in Pakistan's Doing
Business 2019 Ranking
by 11 notches to 136th
has portrayed a better image of Pakistan as an investment
friendly destination. By way of introducing E-Portals in
provincial and federal departments, all the services to
stakeholders can be provided online. These arrangements will
reduce undue paperwork and save a lot of time.
Khawaja Shahzad nasir and Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol
said that improving the Paying Taxes Ranking, there is a
need of reducing the total number of Tax Payments to 8 on
the model of Malaysia to facilitate the business community.
For example, there are certain labour related taxes like
EOBI, Education Cess, PESSI, WPPF, WWF tax payments
which should be clubbed. Moreover, Professional and
Property Tax should also be clubbed together.
Almas Hyder said reduction in cost and time taken for
documentary/border compliance through combining
documents; like in Singapore where only 5 documents are
required for import/export as compared to Pakistan where
13 documents are required for exports & 11 documents are
required for imports.
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Government needs private
sector's support: Haroon Sharif
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Meaningful public-private
partnership a key to success:

Almas Hayder

P

RESIDEnT of the Lahore Chamber of
Commerce & Industry Almas Hyder, Senior
Vice President KhawajaShahzadnasir and Vice
President Fahimur Rehman Sehgal have
pledged to make LCCI a strong platform for a
good liaison between government and the
business community.
They were talking to a delegation of traders
here at the Lahore Chamber of Commerce &
Industry.
While calling for a meaningful collaboration
between government and the business
community, the LCCI President Almas Hyder
said that both are economic partners and good

All the policies would give desired
results if made in consultation
with concerned stakeholders. The
decisions made in isolation would
definitely not work the way they
should”

Lahore Chamber News

Almas Hayder President LCCI
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& balanced relations between the
government and the business community is
a key to success. In today's global scenario,
businessmen are the driving force of the
economy therefore government should
shape the business atmosphere in the favor
of trade and economic activities.
Almas Hyder said that to maintain a
steady and upward economic growth, those
obstacles must be removed that are
hindering the growth of businesses. It would
also help increase GDP growth rate, he said
and added that rules & regulations and laws
for trade & industry should be revised and
implemented through consultative process.
The LCCI President said that all the
policies would give desired results if they are
made in consultation with concerned

stakeholders
and all others
made in
isolation would
definitely not
work the way
they should.
The LCCI
Senior Vice
President Khawaja
Shahzad nasir said
that

Pakistan is the fourth largest cotton
producing country of the world while we attention
have the fifth and third largest reserves of towards
gold & copper and coal” value
Khawaja Shahzad Nasir Senior Vice President

Lahore Chamber of Commerce &
Industry will take all possible measures
to promote business activities
in the country ”

Faheem ur Rehman Saigol Vice President

worth of our coal reserves is
higher than the combined oil
reserves of Saudi Arabia and

share being
exported in
raw form and
a little

and its people.
LCCI Vice President
Fahimur Rehman Sehgal said
that the Lahore Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
will take all
possible
measures to
promote
the
business
activities.
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Pakistan is the fourth largest
cotton producing country of the
world while we have the fifth
and third largest reserves of
gold & copper and coal
respectively. According to a
rough estimate, value of our
coal reserves is around $ 3
trillion that is 187 times more
than the GDP of Pakistan. It
can also be an eye-opener that

Iran. Only 2pc of Pakistani coal
reserves could generate 20,000
MW electricity for almost 50
years.
He said early
construction of
water reservoirs is
only solution to
generate
cheaper
electricity
and to
overcome
water
shortage in
the country. In
addition to
gold, copper and
coal, the
country is also
enriched
with
vast reserves of
precious stones,
gypsum, salt and
marble but
instead of taking
full advantage of
these Godgifted
resources
most of the

addition
could do
miracle for
the country
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Seminar on “Filing of Tax
Returns” at LCCI

Lahore Chamber News
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AxPAyER must perform their national
obligation by paying taxes on time to jack-up
tax-to-GDP ratio which is direly needed for
progress and prosperity.
This was crux of the speeches delivered at a
seminar on "Filing of Tax Return" here at the
Lahore Chamber of Commerce & Industry.
Commissioner Income Tax Fizza Batool
presided over the seminar while the LCCI
Senior Vice President Khawaja Shahzad nasir,
Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol and

revenues to run its affairs smoothly. She gave a presentation
and replied the queries raised by the participants.
The LCCI Senior Vice President Khawaja Shahzad
nasir and Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol highly
appreciated the initiative of Commissioner Income Tax
Fizza Batool and found the seminar very beneficial and
supporting for the business community.
They said that taxpayers can get rid of various difficulties
by filing their tax returns at their first ease. By doing this,
they can manage their businesses in a better manner.
The LCCI office-bearers said that Federal Board of

Revenue (FBR) has given a biggest facility to the taxpayers
other experts also spoke on the occasion.
by introducing online system for filing of tax returns. now
The Commissioner said FBR is working to
businessmen can file their
establish close
returns while sitting in
liaison with
Online system for filing of tax returns their offices. They urged
the business
community
the Federal Board of
is very beneficial as it allows
and taking all
Revenue to organize
businessmen
to
file
returns
while
possible
training workshop
measures for
throughout the country.
sitting in their offices
trust building.
They said that such
initiatives would be proved a milestone in broadening the
She said filing tax return would become
compulsory for everyone and a must to
tax net.They said that the Lahore Chamber of Commerce
& Industry is ready to collaborate with Regional Tax
purchase vehicles and property of over 40 lac.
FizzaBatool said FBR considers businessmen Office and to extend support in the larger interest of the
as partners and not adversary. Government needs trade and industry.

”

P

ROVInCIAL Minister for Industries,
Commerce & Investment Mian Aslam Iqbal has
said that industrial policy for the province has
been forwarded to the cabinet for final approval.
Policy has one window operation, Special
Economic Zones, Income Tax Holiday and zero
duty on import of industrial machinery in its
fold.
He was speaking at the Lahore Chamber of
Commerce & Industry. The LCCI President
Almas Hyder presented the address of welcome while Senior Vice President Khawaja
Shahzad nasir, Vice President Faheem-urRehman Saigol, Muhammad Ali Mian Mian
Muzaffar Ali, Sohail Lashari, Irfan Iqbal
Sheikh, Amjad Ali Jawa, nasir Hameed Khan
and Executive Committee Members were present on the occasion.

The Provincial Minister said that industrial
policy will help grooming of industrial sector.
He said that an industrial zone on 3000 acres in
Faisalabad and Apparel Park on 1500 acres in
Sheikhpura are being setup while special attention is being given on infrastructure. He said
that a scheme is being prepared for reduction of
intervention of the government departments in
business activities. He said that Punjab government is ready to provide ever possible relief to
the business community in duties and taxes. He
said that measures will be taken to bring
untaxed sectors into the tax net. He said that

Punjab Small Industries Corporation has developed three
categories for soft loaning. He said that TEVTA is being
revamped and technical education is being brought under
one umbrella. He said that exports enhancement and
imports reduction is one of the top priorities of the government.
LCCI President Almas Hyder said that Pakistan is fifth
largest populated country of the world but its ranking of
competitiveness is 39th as compared to China and India at
1st and 3rd respectively. He said that smuggling is eating up
Pakistani market and this menace should be removed with
iron hands. He said that high number of duties and taxes
are also affecting our competitiveness. Business community
of Punjab is paying 118 different kinds of taxes. He said it
is estimated that businessmen pays 95 times tax in a year.
This issues must be tackled. The LCCI President said that
our energy and labour cost are highest in the region.
He said that manufacturing is 13 per cent of the economy but paying 60 per cent of the total
taxes while agriculture is 25 percent of
the economy but hardly paying 1.5 to 2
per cent taxes. He said that there
should be at least 10 percent tax on the
agri produces.
Almas Hyder said that engineering
sector is asset of Punjab and if it comes
into the export circle, it can get huge
share in the international trade of $ 6.5
trillion. He said that textile and engineering sector are the largest employers
but textile sector is facilitated and engineering sector is being ignored. He said
that this sector can play a fundamental
role in bringing the national exports to the mark of $ 100
billion.
The LCCI President said that 80 per cent people are
unregistered while 20 per cent registered people are being
crushed that is a sheer injustice. He said that registered people should be given relief while unregistered people should
be audited and brought into the tax net.
The LCCI Senior Vice President Khawaja Shahzad
nasir and Vice President Faheem-ur-Rehman Saigol said
that Punjab is the linchpin of Pakistan's economy and it has
highest contribution in the GDP of the country. If Punjab
does well then Pakistan does well. It is need of the hour to
stimulate industrial growth, leading to higher GDP growth.
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Promotion of tourism, mutual
trade beneficial for
both countries: Nazeri
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Consul General of Iran visits LCCI

Pakistan and Iran. People of Iran, belong to any field of
OnSUL General of Iran Reza nazeri has
life, love Iqbal. He appreciated role of the LCCI for
said that Iran wants stronger trade and ecopromoting the trade and economy of Pakistan.
nomic ties with Pakistan therefore barter
The LCCI President Almas Hyder said that the relatrade should be encouraged as it would be
tion of LCCI and Iran consulate requires no introducequally beneficial for both countries.
tion as over the years both offices have worked hand in
He was speaking at the Lahore
glove with each other. He appreciated the efforts of
Chamber of Commerce & Industry. The
Iranian Consul General in creating ease of doing busiLCCI President Almas Hyder, Senior Vice President
ness through frequent direct flights between two counKhawaja Shahzad nasir, Vice President Faheem-urtries. He said that Iranian consulate is facilRehman Saigol, Former LCCI Presidents
itating LCCI members through honoring
Syed Mohsin Raza Bukhari, Mian MisbahBottlenecks in the
recommendations for granting business
ur-Rehman, former Senior Vice President
way of increasing
visas to them. There are hundreds of memAmjad Ali Jawa, EC members Mian Zahid
trade between
bers of LCCI who have benefited from this
Javaid, Atif Akram, Haris Attique, Aqib
Pakistan & Iran are facilitation, along with other Chambers of
Asif, Zafar Iqbal, Khaliq Arshad and Dr.
Commerce of Punjab.
Muhammad Arshad were also present on the
smuggling &
The LCCI President said that both the
occasion.
undocumented
nazeri said Pakistan and Iran have com- tradeand by ensuring countries have large domestic markets and
mon borders and cultural bonds. Iran has
strict vigilance we unique geo-strategic competitive advantage.
always tried to strengthen the bilateral relacan openly improve In order to make use of each other's strong
areas, joint efforts are required. Almas
tions with its neighbouring countries and
the figures of
Hyder informed that he led a delegation to
Pakistan is its first preference in this regard.
bilateral trade.
Iran in February 2016 and found a lot of
He said that Iranian Consulate will extend
A l ma s Hy d e r
potential for Pakistani products in Iran. By
full support to the trade delegations and will
P r e sid e n t L CC I
establishing banking channels between two
also arrange an exhibition in Punjab.
countries, business communities can be
He said oil, chemical, gas and other sectors of economy should be focused for mutual trade. He facilitated. He said that regional trade is at its lowest
and there are sectors which have great potential in Iran,
said that Pakistan has a distinguished status in milk
such as surgical instrument, textile, rice, engineering
production. Experience of Iran in dairy sector can be
parts and IT. Almas Hyder said that Pakistan will be the
beneficial for Pakistan. He said that Iran has great
primary source of rice for Iran very soon. LCCI Senior
potential in the field of construction and can cooperate
Vice President Khawaja Shahzad nasir said that lack of
with Pakistan in this field. He said that both countries
money transfer system between the two countries is
should join hands for promotion of tourism sector as
Iran and Pakistan have immense potential in this sector. hindering the growth of two-way trade therefore this
issue should be resolved at the earliest.
He said Allama Iqbal is a spiritual asset of both
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